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                                           TRICK CLIP LAP #150 & #220 DIAMOND ENHANCED GRIT STICK 
 
 

Instruction: 
 
 

Note: All testing and product application explained below were performed on a smooth, non-grooved standard size 
Treyco 2000 plate, running at standard Treyco speed and using the standard Treyco arms to hold the blades. (Plate 
machined to .005p/inch pitch) 
 

TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 has been designed to work within all hollow grind, flat grind and grooved or smooth A5 clipper blade type 
sharpening machines. The #220 grit will be most effective however, on a smooth and non-grooved plate surface. Although it will 
work on grooved, testing has shown it will take too much TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 to build up the initial surface to the point where the 
blades comes into contact with the grit. For application where a grooved plate must be used, we recommend TRICK-CLIP LAP #150 
grit stick. 
 
Plate must be clean and dry before application – no oils or moisture left. 
 
Apply TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 stick grit lightly, but evenly in a “drawing” action, with small 2” circular patterns over entire plate, using 
a light pressure and working from the centre out to the edge. TRICK- CLIP LAP #220 stick should leave an even line of material 
deposited. Without excessive lumps or clumping. The less TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 you can use to get full plate coverage, the better it 
will perform. Do not use TRICK-CLIP LAP #220  in addition to other sprays or oils on the plate, as this will reduce its performance. 
 
A 16.5” standard Treyco 1 (smoothed) clean plate will take approximately 10-12 grams (0.35274 ounces to 0.423288 ounces) of 
TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 for initial charging. Amount will vary from plate to plate due to surface finish and plate size. 
 
Spread and work TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 grit into the plate using medium pressure with sponge, rubber, leather or wooden 
applicator until plate is completely and evenly covered. We recommend the circular applicator shown below, which is widely 
available. A circular motion working from inside to the outer edge of the plate has been found to work well, followed by a light 
circular “swipe” around the circumference of the plate, against the direction of normal plate rotation. (see examples below) 
 
Allow TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 grit to dry for 10-15 minutes (longer is better). TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 grit will change color slightly to a 
lighter grey as it dries. 
 
A single application should sharpen between 4-6 blade sets, depending on variables such as plate size, speed and pressure used to 
sharpen. 
 
When reapplying, only a very small amount of TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 is needed to charge the plate, typically no more than 3-5 grams 
(0.17637 ounces) for a 16.5” slightly grooved plate. Application pattern can be circular or in radiating lines from the centre of the 
plate to the edge, spaced approximately 4” apart. Spread across plate surface with a light pressure on the applicator until TRICK-
CLIP LAP 3220 is evenly  dispersed. No waiting time is needed before sharpening. 
 
After recharging, another 4-6 blades can be sharpened before another reapplication is needed. 
 
In testing, it has been found between 40-50 blades can be sharpened using TRICK-CLIP LAP #220 before the plate needs a thorough 
cleaning. Results may vary with individual. 
 
Plate cleaning using mineral turpentine has been found to be most effective. The plate can then be wiped clean with a non-
depositing cloth, followed by cleaning with high pressure compressed air. Lastly, a thorough clean whilst running with a grinding 
wheel dressing stick has found to effective in removing the last traces of lose material from the plate. 
 
 
 


